
Five Practices of Fruitful Congregations - Intentional Faith Development  #1

What was your first experience in this congregation for learning? Who invited you?

GROW NIGHT - heard invitation during worship; after worship class when at Eisenhower

First Question:  What does LDUMC do well for Intentional Faith Development?

Grow Night Studies

Small Groups (And this seems to be re-energizing.)

Small Group Survey (Just happened last Sunday but definitely on target.)

Road to Emmaus

Small group. At worship services, Pastor Kristyne encouraged people to join a small group. I reached out to her and was assigned to a 

new group. 
Neighbor mentioned that a small group meets near my house.  I asked the hostess and then joined the group. 
I signed up for classes on how to pray, and how to read the bible.  
Joining a small group - actually forming a small group and facilitating. The pastors invited us to do this.
GIFT - class after 9:30 service, I was invited by a new friend through new friends from VA. We attended church service together, then 
we attended GIFT class.
NCUMC - Gary Cantrell Bible Study. Gary and Sharon much invited me. Then Jim Scarlett. Same people.
Being at the worship service. Lynn Clever telling me about the church. I did ask her about it after I knew she was a part of the church. Her name tag told 

me.

First was a singles Bible study group but some tensions developed and I left to join the Men's group that I met at World of Beer.

Our small group does Bible studies. Wednesday night classes are good. We like the devotional emails. One needs to make faith development a priority 

in order to make the time to do it.

Small group that I attempted to form. We met for about 3 years. Some had left LD, then we became sparse in attendance. Formed good friendships 

(still occasionally talk, but group disbanded. 

1. Daily devotions on Psalms - online. 2. Kristyne.

Pastors reading the bible; new member class

Giving away $1 bills after church (Pastor Jim); grow night; new visitor meetings



Five Practices of Fruitful Congregations - Intentional Faith Development  #1

What was your first experience in this congregation for learning? Who invited you?5 practices study - Pastor were the ones who invited. Devotions in other seasons - pastors invited; daily devotion. Messages on "How to read the Bible" - 

 invited by pastors

I enrolled for a couples group on my own; ZOOM class led by Jonathan & Donna Baker

new member meeting at Eisenhower after church - very bad experience and did not go back. We were with people quoting Bible verses and talking 

about their entire life's journey with faith and the church. We were new to the church and felt very intimidated.

Yes, Sweet Sisters in Christ. Mentioned having to take "new member" class at NCUMC women's retreat.

Being a small group facilitator asked by Debbie Adams.

Rick and Mary invited some. Debbie and John Adams invited some also. Pastor Harold taught a class on Wesley. Doug and Sandi went to Pastor Jim's 

class on membership. Apostles Creed - Rick and Mary. Small group - listening, computer.

Open invitation to join a small group.

Small group. Saw tables with sign-up sheets for small groups, met Pat Bailey there. I signed p for her small group and love it!

I think it was the LD Women's retreat when we were still at Eisenhower. It was either in 2017 or 2018 and was held at NCUMC. It was fabulous, with 

classes/discussions/fellowship. The Holy Spirit was definitely there. Also, I was thrilled the Stephen Ministry Training program was offered and also held 

at NCUMC in 2017 or 2018. I had been wanting to be re-trained for many years since I first took the training in 1982 at Good Shepherd UMC in West 

Palm Beach.

Our Ladies Small Grow - sister and friend, invited me. Grow Night - saw it in the bulletin (would love to have it re-instated)

Small group Bible study. No one.



Five Practices of Fruitful Congregations - Intentional Faith Development  #1

What was your first experience in this congregation for learning? Who invited you?Women's Ministry Retreat - people on the team.

Class on "Wesley". Heard about it during service.

None while at Eisenhower. Grow Night after the move. Attended several classes. 

This Five Practices study. The pastors during worship.

Giving away $1 bills after church in Safeway grocery stor. Pastor Jim.



Intentional Faith Development #2

Are you in a small group at Lake Deaton? If not, have you been invited to join one? Do you know how small groups are formed?

YES -

Yes we are in a small group. Some of us understand how they are formed. 

Our group members find being part of the small group very important.  People mentioned everyone’s willingness to share, a 
safe environment, and learning from other perspectives.

One of our group has moved to another state.  Staying part of our small group via ZOOM is important to her, and a main reason 
that she stays connected to Lake Deaton in general.  
We facilitate a couples group.
GIFT Class Sundays, GIFT weeding beds around the church. MOAMI

I was in one before COVID that did not continue due to illness and move-aways. Now I am part of Sweet Sisters in Christ (Pat 
Bailey), Wednesday mornings.
No. Kristyne at the services. She announces it every week. Yes. Most of the small groups I know are couples. No singles.

Yes, I am.

Our group meets in homes. Throughout COVID - in driveways.

We are currently part of 2 small groups - the GIFT class and the FROGS. Love them both.

No. I have been invited. I do not know how small groups are formed.

Yes, yes, and yes

Yes in a group; maybe be nice  for men if they had an option to meet someone in the group before starting.

Yes.

Yes, in a group. Very meaningful

Not in a small group; don't know how they are formed. Plan to join Marcia in a small gorup self-forming.

Have not been invited.

Yes - God Wink Gals; took me 1 1/2 years to get into a small group. Don't know why it took so long. Tired not to take it personally. Love my 

small group.



Intentional Faith Development #2

Are you in a small group at Lake Deaton? If not, have you been invited to join one? Do you know how small groups are formed?

Yes, in a small group.

Most were not in a small group. Personal invitation - singles small group is needed. 

No specific invites received. One is involved in an interfaith Zoom group. Invitations generically received from the pulpit but not specific 

individual invites.

In a women's small group currently.

Yes!

Yes. It seems like they are both invitational by the facilitator or placement is assisted by Pastor Kristyne. People seem to be and asked to ask 

about getting into one. In my case, I asked to be in Pat Bailey's group and thankfully was welcomed with open arms.

Yes - formed our own - 2 have joined since. Formed by inviting those interested in joining.

I'm not currently in a small group, but I was invited.

No. I haven't been invited personally, but Kristyne has urged the congregation to join many times.

No. Invited from the pulpit. Yes, I know how they're formed.

Not that meets in a home. I did attend one while at Eisenhower but then conflicted with other commitments I already ha. I attend SS class and 

that is my small group.

No, not directly. I assume someone volunteers to lead and intersted members are assigned to it. Or the leader invites members.

Yes.



Intentional Faith Development  #3

Have you participated in any of the GROW NIGHT opportunities at LD? Why or why not? 

YES - all our group have participate at some level. Short term classes are very helpful format so they don't need to commit long-term.

Some of our group do, and see them as opportunities to grow in my faith. 

Some do not due to a lack of transportation. 
I enjoy Grow Night but have only lead classes, not attended.

Yes, really enjoyed the classes and the meal that gave opportunities to meet more people.

Where Michael Beck talked about Fresh Expressions (and maybe another). My husband keeps me on a short leash.

No, because of my work schedule.

Yes, before COVID.

Yes, a couple of times. Good experience.

Yes.

Haven’t been timely
yes, especially with dinners

No- not had an interest but happy it is available for those who are.

No, do not know what is available

yes; slow at getting involved; when to learn what was new and wanted to meet people; special speaker series but none of the classes

yes, when they had the dinners

Why not? Wednesday evening is the only night inconvenient. Experiencing other faith development means.

Not participated in Grow Night. Attempted to facilitate a class which cancelled due to COVID. I help serve Grow Night meals.

Doug and Sandi - timing didn't work. People without computers are at a disadvantage.

Did not know about Grow Night.

Snowbird - limited time for outside activities, dealing with health concerns.



Intentional Faith Development  #3

Have you participated in any of the GROW NIGHT opportunities at LD? Why or why not? 

No. I have wanted to, but my only scheduled activity of the week is art class on Wednesday nights. I am going to look for another art class for a while.

Yes, the class on hymns taught by Jonathan and Donna Baker. It was WONDERFUL and highly enriching spiritually. It made everyone there be involved and 

was warm and loving. Idea! It's hard to find time to exercise, especially in the hot summer. How about a cardio drumming class in an air conditioned 

church with praise songs for the music.

Yes, some. Joined after COVID shut down. Why not: play bridge that night.

No. Bad timing.

No, it doesn't fit with my schedule.

Yes, I enjoy the concept of dinner with other people and then a class or vice versa.

Yes, I love Bible study and have led many in other churches. I thnk training for leaders would be beneficial even for seasoned leaders so they would know 

what / how LD expects and requires. Maybe monthly leaders meetings or quarterly for planning as well.

No. We're slow at getting involved.

Many - love them. The Daniel Plan. Open the Door. Seamless. Susan. How to Read the Bible: Revelation; Retirement



Intentional Faith Development  - #4

What might influence you to be more intentional in your faith development?

Being with others provides support and accountability. We need to commit to be accountable which helps us be more intentional. 

Small groups are helpful with this because you have a group of people that hold you accountable. Classes are also helpful. 

Lake Deaton does a good job of offering a variety of classes. It is important to have classes for people at different stages of 
their faith development. 
Some are just now returning to coming to church in-person and believe this will help them 
Hearing testimonies from our congregants.

Finding a loving, accepting congregation where I can be and will feel connected in faith and in life outside the church building. By learning and 

studying together and forming friendships, we can find the process to becoming disciples.

By being part of a group. Pastor Jim's suggestion to join his small group. Weave it in. Be a disciple.com. Community Bible Study (Women's)

I would like to receive the Holy Spirit. I am unsure if I would know if I was touched. I have to research it more for details.

Introduction to more iverse subject matter.

Love the online Bible studies.

Getting involved in small group - develop personal relationships. Subjects of interest are Lenten and summer studies.

Listening to others storeies, sharing experiences & resources; have more beginning classes or simple classes for those just beginning their faith 

journey

retreats; classes
More advertising or word of mouth.

More beginning classes or simple studies for people who are at the beginning of their faith journey

A partner at the same level inviting me: husband needs a man at his level and I need a woman with my level; short term studies; weekend (1-

2) day retreats, dinner get togethers; preparing bread for communion.

Small group - getting to know people personally; was in a small group in the past and it was life-changing; just slow to join. Subject matter

Time management / priority. Organized Women's Bible Study.



Intentional Faith Development  - #4

What might influence you to be more intentional in your faith development?

At the moment, this question does not apply.

Rick gets up at 6 am and does devotions. Making it a priority. Small commitment. The daily devotions from the church makes it more 

intentaion. "on-line". Being accountable is valuable. Start small. Develop discipline. Videos - Rick Warren, Stanley, Swindel

More online Bible studies.

Making some changes in my daily activities (not wasting as much time)

Well, I like the daily edevotionals that are put out by LDUMC, but I sort of feel sometimes that there is so much reading and "homework" 

required that I don't have time left for personal/private devotion time with materials I have selected such as Jesus Calling. I feel the Holy Spirit 

move in me from these non "assigned" encounters with Christ.

Small group, in person classes. "Messy Church" starting up again. More volunteer opportunities once things open up.

I'm involved in many community-based groups, some involving faith development.

Other congregants inspire me.

Topic has to interest me.

Leading Bible studies. Also the addition of a church library where we could check out Christan books, devotionals, maps, etc.

Joining a small group.

Listening to others share their experiences and resources.



Intentional Faith Development  #5

Think about the people you have met that are not currently part of any faith community. What might interest them?

Any of our activities (golf, recreation, etc) could have a "faith dimension" to them to allow people to invite people from the larger community 

and help them experience the care and support of the church for them.  E.g. Taking time to ask for prayer concerns after playing golf with the 

women/men's/couple's groups and then having a brief prayer time.  Making sure people not connected to the church know about other 

formational opportunities.

Perhaps some sort of social activity that included a faith component. Dynamic speakers might also be helpful to encourage 
people to participate. 
A social group that might include prayer time.

Being welcomed with sincere interest in them; being invited to join you in a church class or activity like Grow Night meals; introducing them to 

others. Try to meet them outside church, a walk, square activity, a meal. Provide activities and support groups that apply faith to life so 

congregations can help people find God's will for their lives.

Sharing their interests or sharing work they need help with.

Unsure. I try not to bring up religion because now-adays it's a very touchy subject.

People I know who are not part of a faith community are too much interested in sports, the beach, dancing, partying, card games, etc.

Golf groups.

1. Dinner. 2. Music. 3. Golf outing. Bob Dukow in Michigan - 10 Proofs about Christianity <> Alpha

non-religious mens activities; guest speakers; partnering with an outside group such as  Habitat for Humanity.

It is very difficult to get people to attend, but Valentine's Dance for couples or renewing vows with dance and church bazaar would be 

interesting.

Bob Duko radio guy in Detroit - CD - 10 different subjects on Christianity - things that speak to people not in the faith; current event - how it all 

fits in; men's breakfast and women's luncheon; movies on the lawn; Money classes

exercise classes such as druming, zumba that would attract people to our church; maybe bingo evening or something "fun"

Meals; sports; school age children, coffee ship, prayer time, activity in public park



Intentional Faith Development  #5

Think about the people you have met that are not currently part of any faith community. What might interest them?

Sports activities. Dog watching ministry. Music concerts. Events outdoor. Modular neighbors invitations.

It's hard to talk to people about religion with the times we live in. Providing a social setting works well to evangelize. Women's ministries. 

Concerts can be a starting point. Offering rides to members is valuable.

It is tough to talk religion in the workplace or family in these contensious times. Not comfortable with "street corner" evangelism. Brin in 

through social settings or community interest events. Do we have drivers to bring shut-ins to church?

Golfing provides an opportunity to ask what people do in their spare time. If they have a church connection, talk about the butterfly garden.

Perhaps outdoor events such as picnics. Concerts offering great music as as are held at NCUMC, both secular and non-secular. Also, I like the 

Laura Story program a few years ago.

Service projects, Sonrise, yoga, Walk Away the Pounds - classes that are not Biblical studies. Bloom, too.

social interaction.

I do not discuss religion normally, so do not actually know someone that does not go to church.

Music, studies.

10 Proofs by Bob Dutko

Programs that help the needy and show love to others in the community.



Intentional Faith Development #6

What kind of learning experiences in the past has grown your faith or interested you the most?

DISCIPLE Bible - numerous members spoke of how powerful this was in their faith development. We discussed how this might be included at 

LD - could possible be a hybrid format with both physically meeting and via ZOOM (also taping ZOOM for people traveling to view). Many 

people might be resistent to do the 34 weeks unless they knew they participate if traveling or living in another area.

Retreat - smaller group retreats; classes, etc.

Sunday School - believe LD could offer options for Sunday morning for people who may not be willing to come out another time/day. Could do 

short term studies using DVD that only requires a facilitator, not a teacher. 

Second Question:  Where are some opportunities for improvement at LDUMC?

Provide additional bible study opportunities between and after Sunday worship

Expand time between services to allow Bible Study to serve both worship services

Conduct periodic “Ask a Pastor” events to enhance communication and trust and reduce confusion and mystery

More support for small groups and Bible Study leaders

Create a Small Group/Bible Study lending library for educational materials

Create an inventory of available group study materials (books, DVD’s, CD’s, Study Guides, Outlines, Lesson Plans)

Pastors could visit small groups/Bible study especially for some topics

Training/sharing events for small group leaders (perhaps a half day event occasionally with seminars and working 

groups)

Consider a church retreat (not sure this is mainstay or not) potentially annually with social and spiritual events

Develop a New Member Program to help them assimilate into the congregation which might include educational and 

social events

Develop a program(s) of Discipleship educational levels/steps to prepare disciples who aspire to higher levels of 

knowledge and faith

Small group. Also classes and speakers. The Pottery Lady was very inspiring. Opportunities to join together to sing hymns or 
praise songs would be good



Intentional Faith Development #6

What kind of learning experiences in the past has grown your faith or interested you the most?

Being involved in missions and services with other members of the church: Feet washing of disadvantaged school children - praying with them, 

providing new shoes, socks and backpacks for the new school year. Serving meals at the local Rescue Mission, delivering with Meals on Wheels 

and visiting those home bound. Many Bible study classes that have helped me learn from scripture and appreciate prayer.

Missions like Helping Hands in Wildwood. Mission trip to Honduras. Disciples.

Church school but to be honest, and learned from your church. I do watch church and religious progrms on TV which teaches me a lot.

Being in a position and finally having time for, helping those less fortunate is what has grown my faith.

Individual study lead by pastors. Bible reading plans. Reading thru Bible in a year. Retreats. Walk to Emmaus

daily devotional for various seasons; bible study 

Bible Studies - (In community; not at church) Walk to Emmaus; Grow Night Classes; Small groups; Ladies Retreat; MOAMI, Ladies & Couples 

golf; heart-to-heart

Haven't pursued any.

Reading books on faith - recomendaiton on books

Stephen Ministry; Disciple Bible Study; Walk to Emmaus

Seamless; small group meetings; women's ministry programs; daily devotional emails

Disciple Bible Class

Retreats

Sunday school classes where the topics change to allow for ease for people to come and go



Intentional Faith Development #6

What kind of learning experiences in the past has grown your faith or interested you the most?

Church needs to focus on the "Middle door" more as referenced by the author. We get people in but are not intentional about moving them 

"inside" to connect. Just cannot announce opportunities. People have to be invited. Have you thought about connecting every new 

person/couple with existing members who could shepherd them and tailor to their needs/interests?

"Experience God" study. Having a homeless person as a member of our Sunday School class. retreats.

Emmaus retreats, journaling, small groups of faith support, mentor-"sister" Disciple Bible study, spiritual gifts study.

Small group study. Beth Moore Series. MOAMI. "A Hope, Skip and a Jump Throught the Bible". Disciple classes, the Wired Word, Stephen 

Ministry

MOAMI, Beth Moore series, Wired Word.

Best Bible studies - Experiencing God by Henry Blackaby. The Purpose Driven Life by Rick Warren. Boosk by Adam Hamilton. Max Lucado.

Sermons that provide thoughts, worshipful but fun activities such as ladies group monthly meeting, grow class, book studies.

Book studies - current ones. Current more Methodist Bible studies.

Beth Moore video / study/ discussion series. MOAMI at NCUMC introduced me to Christian women (one in particular).

Discussions concerning various books of the Bible, or concerning various topic such as tithing, or that concern the history of the Bible.

Bible study - indepth. Personal studies.

How Christianity changed the world. Alvin J. Schmidt.



Intentional Faith Development #6

What kind of learning experiences in the past has grown your faith or interested you the most?

Walk to Emmaus, Grow Night Classes, Small Group, Close friends conversaton, Ladies Retreat, Heart to Heart, MOAMI, Stephen Minisry, Golf - 

ladies and Coed Fridays



Intentional Faith Development #7

What hobbies or activities in which you currently participate could include intentional faith development?  

Golf - Bike riding (casual)

Games, cards, trivia events (Bible trivia)? Golf, Pickleball, yoga, bocce, shuffleboard.  Walking or hiking with a time for 

reflection/devotional.  Ukelele
The drivewary gathering of ladies in my neighborhood started during the pandemic. We grew from 5 to 16. No obligation to show up every 

week, but constantly in touch through group texting. We have become very supportive of each other with prayers, meals, helping as needed. 

Cats and dogs. Walking. Food. Cardio rumming. Coffee café.

Not sure.

Volunteering - having opportunities to volunteer in various ministries.

Playing organ, crocheting. How Christianity changed the World. How is it with your soul? Goals for your life was it met or not?

Reading; Mentor Programs; Wildwood Soup Kitchen; Wildwood Food Pantry; Fresh Expressions; Small Groups; Ladies & Co-Ed Golf

sports; golf
Do not feel comfortable with offering up faith opportunities to people outside of church.

Bunco could have a devotional; exercise can include reading or Christian music; book studies

Mentor Program

Stretch or Yoga class

Quilting, golf, painting, yoga, walking, pickleball, Christian cardio drumming. Coffee bar open for socializing / outreach.

Walking with my friend; contacts with friends at different churches; serving Wildwood drive-through meals; Devotion in Motion practices.

Cooking - dinner church. Baking for coffee. Quilting. Prayer shawls. Gardening. Butterfly garden. Yoga with prayer. Helping Hands. Card 

Ministry, intentional thanking people.

Sewing, making lap quilts. Cardio drumming class.



Intentional Faith Development #7

What hobbies or activities in which you currently participate could include intentional faith development?  

I liked one of the faith community meeting/gathering idea of dog owner groups! Like dog walkers group around the church. Yoga - the way 

Karen leads yoga invites the Holy Spirit. I would love cardio drumming! Open café for weekday use at idenfied times so that people could bring 

others for a nice chat and getting to know them and to share faith building opportunities.

Form groups at church that are social like Ladies' Bridge, mahjongg, couples' bridge.

AAUW activities, card player friends, tutoring.

Walking, coffee time.

Photography and financial management.

Card making with Christian sentiments. Bone Builders - meeting new people and sharing churche events, etc.

Treadmill, stepper, stationary bike cardio

WSK, WFP, Fresh Expressions



Intentional Faith Development#8

What classes have succeeded and grown? What are some reasons for success? (setting, time, place, leadership, the way they invite 

others) What has not been successful? Why?

Several spoke of trying to enter a Sunday School class or another class that was difficult because they were new and did not find it accepting. 

Need to look at the Middle Door Schnase speaks about at LD. How can we make sure to help people connect?

Leadership is important to some. Perhaps a "sermon discuss" could be lead by our pastors occasionally after the services to provide a chance 

for the congregation to give feedback and build relationships.  

Aspects that are important for success are inspiring leaders, not too much homework, and convenient time. It is also 
important to set expectations about the content of class and level of faith maturity required for the class. 
What has not been successful?

Not sure. 

What are some reasons for failure?  Could they be improved and tried again?
I have been in some classes where people dropped out because the content of the class was not what they were expecting or 
because the homework was more than expected. 
Sunday School opportunities before the first service and between the services on Sunday.
Don Argus SS - timing was isolated on Sunday morning, between services. This was a good class but not conveniently scheduled.

Smalls groups - all of the above. Not sure. Failure comes from lack of interest. Depens on the subject.  I feel sometimes people don't know it's 

available. I would definitely put it out there so people know about it.

More from talking with head and more in your heart. Need engaging teachers.

Ability of facilitators to reach/engage/maintain participants; 

Classes too advanced for participants

Too advanced for me. Grief class was not great for me. It was too special on the loss of a spouse when there are many others going through a 

different kind of grief. 

Sunday School class failure - timing, leadership.

Wednesday morning small group is successful because the members are intentional at supporting one another.

Wired Word - combination of study and fellowship. Grow Night - food and study. How to Learn to Pray - Pastor Jim taught and practical.



Intentional Faith Development#8

What classes have succeeded and grown? What are some reasons for success? (setting, time, place, leadership, the way they invite 

others) What has not been successful? Why?

Wired Word successful - combo of study and social. (lunch after at McAllister's). Grow Night - coincides with my interest, cost and food is good.

Sorry, I haven't had a chance to take classes.

Not sure - maybe the at-home dinner thing didn't work out. I think faith building is the most important because as we draw closer to God as 

individuals we are naturally led to the other four practices.

Can't tell - closed due to COVID.

Wired Word - timing is critical as well as involving all participants. Eating out afterwards builds fraternity. Grow Night.

Wesley and Romans. Individual interest, instructor. When instructor does not show investment, students are not involved or limited.

Succeeded - Seamless by Angie Smith. Lladies group who were really excite to study. Very exciting well-studied leader who related well with 

participants.. Isaiah well attended. So-so leader. Committed participants.

??

Leadership skills that are interactive with the class. Timely topics of interest to many



Intentional Faith Development- #9

On a scale of 1 to 10 being the hightest priority, rate how important Intentional Faith Development is to Lake Deaton as one of our Core 

Values

10 All members of our group rated it 10 - very important 

9.5

10

10

8 Page 78 in the book - Growing in Christ -likeness is the goal of the life of faith.

10

10

8 We believe there are ample opportunities available. But should be 10.

7 Should be 10.

9

9 to 10

10

5

9

8-Jun

10

9.75

8 Should be 10.

10

10

8

We need a library of study books to help small groups. Can put them in the narthex along the outside 

walls - nice cabinets. Fill with study materials and a list of the books. It will give groups an opportunity 

to find a book that they like. Once we get shelves we can ask the congregation to donate study books 

that they have used that they don't need. This should get it started.

7.5 now 8.5 future to 10

10

7.5 now - 8.5 future

10

8

10


